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Assrnlcr
Complete, three-dimensional crystal structure studies, including site-occupancy refinement, of a high-iron epidote, allanite, and hancockite have yielded cation distributions
Car.ooCaroo(AlogaFeo.os)Alr.oo(Alo
zFeo.zo)SiaOrsHfor epidote, Car oo(REo.zrCao:e)(AIs
6t
(Alo.eoFeo
Feo ar)AL.oo(Alo.rzFeo
$)SLOr3H for allanite, and Car.oo(PbosSrozrCao.zs)
u)Alr.oo(Al0 16Fe0.84)SLO13H
for hancockite. These results when combined with those obtained in
previous epidote-group refinements establish group-wide distribution trends in both the
octahedral sites and the large-cation sites. Polyhedral expansion or contraction occurs at
those sites involved in composition change but a simple mechanism, involving mainly rigid
rotation of polyhedra, allows all other polyhedra to retain their same geometries in aII the
structures examined.

fNrnolucrtoN
As part of a study of the structure and crystal chemistry of the epidotegroup minerals, the first half of this paper reports the results of refinement of the crystal structures of three members of this group: allanite,
hancockite, and (high-iron) epidote. Also, as an aid in assigning the
ps2+, ps3+ occupancy of the sites in allanite, a preliminary Md,ssbauer
spectral analysis of this mineral is presented. In the second half these
structures are compared with three other members of the epidote group
that were recently refined, clinozoisite (Dollase, 1968), piemontite
(Dollase, 1969), and low-iron epidote (P. Robinson and J.-H. Fang, in
preparation). These six structures serve to delineate the major crystalochemical features and variations that occur in these widespread, rockforming silicates.
The epidotegroup can be representedby the ideal f ormula lz l4sSiaOraH
where the ,4. sites contain large, high-coordination number cations such
as Ca, Sr, lanthanides, etc., and the M sites are occupied by octahedrally
coordinated, trivalent (occasionally divalent) cations such as Al, Fe+,
Mn3+, Fe2t, Mg, etc. All the members of the group to be discussedhere
have rrlonoclinic,P21fm symmetry.r
Besides the original determination of the epidote structure by Ito, reported in 1950,X-ray structural studies of this group have been reported
by Belov and Rumanova (1953, 195a); Ito, Morimoto, and Sadanaga
l The relationshipof the orthorhombicmineral zoisite to the monoclinic epidote mineral of the samecomposition (clinozoisite)has been detailed previously (Dollase, 1968).
A somewhatanalogousstructural relationship also exists between tbe mineral ardennite
and ttre epidote structure (Donnay and AIImann, 1968).
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(1954); Ueda (1955)I Rumanova and Nikolaeva (1959); and Pudovkina
and Pyatenko (1963). The first studies were on epidotesof composition
near Ca2(Al2Fe1)S[O6H,
while the latter three were studies of allanites
wherein rare earth elementsreplace calcium, and ferrous iron or magnesium is found in octahedral sites in addition to aluminum and ferric
iron. These earlier studies served to establish the epidote structure-type
and have given some evidenceof orderingin both the (two) ,4 sites and
(three)M sites.
The early studies, by and large, Ieaned heavily on two-dimensional
Fourier refinement of film-collected data and are not sufficiently accurate
to allow unambiguous comparison of the resulting structures. Therefore,
refinementof both an epidote from the samelocality as used by Ito and
an allanite are included here and are consideredto supplant theseearlier
less-precise
structure determinations.
In addition to X-ray diffraction studies,the ordering of the transition
metalsiron and manganese,among the octahedralsites,has been studied
by optical absorptionspectra(Burns and Strens,1967)and, in the caseof
Fe, by M<issbauerspectra (Bancroft, Maddock, and Burns, 1967). The
results of these studies have been compared previously with the ordering
found by site occupancyrefinementof piemontite (Dollase,1969).
Cnvsrel

Srnuc:runr RrltNolmNt

or Errnotn,

Ar,leNrrt,

aNn HlNcocrttn

Material All three mineral specimens studied were obtained from the UCLA mineral collection. The Prince of Wales Island, Alaska, locality is well known for its museum-quality
epidote specimens Ito (1950) gave its iron content as 15.53 wt. percent Fezos which corresponds to 0.94 Fe atoms per thirteen-oxygen formula unit. Electron microprobe wavelength scans showed minor amounts of Mn, Ti, and Mg in addition to the major elements.
Semiquantitative probe data normalized to three octahedral cations leads to Ca2(A12.$Fe3+ srTi 0rMn u)Si3Or3H as the best estimate of composition. Note that this is a lower
iron content than given by Ito. The celi dimensions of this epidote are a:8.914(9),
b:5.640(3), c:10.162(9) it', P:tlS.+(Z)" measured from Mo-radiation precessionphotographs (as were the cell dimensions of the other two minerals given below). Ito (1950)
g i v e s o : 8 . 9 6 , b : 5 . 6 3 , c : 1 0 . 3 0 , 9 : 1 1 5 . 4 " { o r t h e c e l l d i m e n s i o n so f t h i s e p i d o t e . T h e
P21f m symmetry of all three minerals was confirmed by the subsequent refinement.
The allanite is from Pacoima Canyon, Los Angeles County, California, where it occurs
with zircon and apatite in a pegmatite (Neuerberg, 1954). A partial X-ray fluorescence
analysis of this allanite, including determination of calciurn, lanthanides, and yttrium content, is given by Frondel (1964). She further shows via X-rav powder difiraction diagrams
that this allanite is among the best crystallized (least metamict) of those studied. Electron
microprobe analyses were made as part of this study for the other elements found to be
present, viz.,Fe, Mn, Ti, Mg, Al (Si and H were not determined). Normalizing to one
formulaunit and including the data of Frondel, the Pacoima Canyon allanite composition
can be estimated as
(Car.eoYoozl-ao::Ceo.reNdom)(AIr ooFer.zoTio
oMno uMgo.on)SigOnH.
The cell dimensions arc a-8.927(8), b=5.761(6), c:10.150(9)

A, P:tt+.lZ(go.

The
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hancockite is from Franklin, New Jersey, apparently its only known locality (Palache,
1935) The crystals are minute and poorly formed. A very old chemical analysis (Penfield
and Warren, 1899) leads to the probabie formula
+2
(Car rzMno rzPbo+zSron)(AL mFeos3Mnq16Mgo0?)(Si,e5A10
or)OraII.
The unique aspect of its chemistry is the high lead and strontium content. The cell dimensions are o:8.958(20), b:5.665(10), c:10.304(20) A, p:tt+.+(+)". The estimared errors
in the hancockite Cell dimensions are large due to the exceedingly weak and diffuse X-ray
patterns given by these small and apparently partially metamict crystals. Further indication of the poorer crystallinity of this material was seen during the reflection intensity
measurements, where it was noted that the hancockite reflections were broadened to at
least twice the width of the reflections of the other two minerals studied here.
Data collection and, refinement. Single crystals of the three minerals were selected for intensity measurements which were made on a single-crystal counter difiractometer of the
equi-inclination type. Zirconium filtered, molybdenum radiation was employed. All crystals
were rotated about their b axes. The crystal sizes used were epidote .03X.05)(.06 mm,
allanite 04X.08X 08 mm, and hancockite .03X .06X .15 mm. The data were measured up
to (sin 0)/\=0.6. For epidote and allanite essentially all reflections up to this limit were
measured, whereas for hancockite, due to the weak diffraction pattern, only the stronger
reflections (as judged from the allanite data) were measured. The data were corrected for
background Lp iactors, and absorption. The absorption correction was large only in the
case of the lead-bearing hancockite. 'fhe linear absorption coefficients are 35.9 cm-l for
this epidote, 67.8 for alianite, and 125.5 for hancockite. The number of independent reflections obtained were947 for epidote,846 for allanite, and 438 for hancockite.
Full matrix, least-squares refinement was carried out on the three sets of data using the
program written by C. T. Prewitt which allows site-occupancy refinement. Initial coordinates ',4/eretaken from Ito et atr, (1954) for epidote and from the previously refined piemontite structure for allanite and hancockite. Neutral scattering curves were taken from the
compilation of Ibers (1962). Correction of these curves for anomalous dispersion was made
using the data of Cromer (1965). Equal weighting was used throughout. All atoms were
refinedwithisotropictemperaturefactorsexceptthethreeheaviestatoms,.4(1)A
, (2),and
M(3), which were refined with anisotropic temperature factors. The occupancy of the two
large,4-sites and three octahedral M-sites were also refined as least-square variables. The
final conventional R-values are 5.5 percent for epidote, 6.2 percent for allanite, and 5.9
percent for hancockite. The hydrogen atoms were not located here but may be assumed to
occupy positions analogous to those found in the clinozoisite and piemontite structures.
The refined atomic coordinates of the three structures are given in Table 1. The isotropic,
or equivalent isotropic temperature faclors, are given in Table 2. Anisotropic coefficients
and the thermal vibration amplitudes derived therefrom are iisted in Table 3.
Site occupancy ref,nement proced,ure.'fhe results of the site-occupancy refinement are given
in Table 4. The product of the multiplier and the number of electrons represented by the
scattering curve employed is assumed to approximate the true number of electrons per site
(this assumes the scattering curve chosen approximates the shape of the true, composite
scattering curve). Since this estimate is only a single number, it cannot uniquely furnish
the site occupancy when more than two elements (or less than 100 percent occupancy)
occurs at a site. It must be stressed, therefore, that the "inferred occupancy" column of
Table 4 is interpretation derived from the chemical compositions given previously which
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Tesm 1. FnLcrroNl'r- Aroluc Coomnrerrs or Pnnqcr ol Wer,ns Isr,eNn
Enoorn, Pecorv.l CnNvoNArr-.q.nrrnlNo Her.rcoc<rtn
Atom

Parameter

A(r)
v

(4)
0.7s8s

(e)
0.763e

./J

x
z
rc

si(3)
!
r

v
z

M(2)

v
M(3)
o(1)
o(2)
t

v

o(4)
r

. /J

.tJ

.1sr7(4)
.se36(1)

. lsse(8)
.s8e8(2)
. /J

.424r(2)
.33e6(3)

.4286(1)

(s)
.338e

.4124(2)
. 3 3 7 (01 1 )

.0473(2)
.68s1(3)
.25
.27M(2)
.1844(3)

(s)
.036e
(s)
.6866
.25
(s)
.27ee
(s)
.1880

.039e(10)
.6872(rr)
.25
(ro)
.2777
(11)
.17s8

./J

.3189(2)
0
0
0
0
0
.5
.2946(2)
.25
.224s(r)
.233e(s)
.9923(11)
.0410(4)
.3040(4)
.e809(10)
.3ss4(4)

(s)
.7es7

o(3)

o(s)

0.7s62(2)

v

v

M(r)

Hancockite

.1s10(2)
.6042(2)

v
si(2)

Allanite

z

A(2)
si(1)

Epidote

(11)
.01s2
.3382(4)
.0s28(7)
.25
.1294(6)
.0417(7)

.3240(s)
0
0
0
0
0

. 3 1 1 (e1 0 )
0
0
0
0
0

.3030(3)
.25
.2148(3)
.23se(10)
(18)
.9892
.0263(9)
.310e(e)
.967e(r8)
(8)
.3630
.7962(e)
.IrM (r7)
.3s76(8)
.0s61(1s)
.25
(13)
.1306
.04e4(1s)

.2e03(6)
.25
(s)
.2190

./J

./J

(13)
.1s29
.0674(r4)
.75
.4rr9 (12)
.5070(14)

.146(2)
.062(3)

J

z

o(6)

fi

v

o(7)

x

v
z

.r47r(6)
.0683(7)
,/J

.4078(6)
.s164(7)

.2ss(2)
.e88(4)
.040(1)
.2e0(2)
.e7e(4)
.s42(r)
.7e6(2)
.011(4)
.s47(r)
.os2(3)
.25
.12e(2)
.038(3)

.4o7(s)
. s17(3)

. /J

.182s(6)
(Conti,nued,
on nert Page)

.r77e(r3)

.16e(3)
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T.ler-r l.-(Confinued)
Atom

Parameter

o(8)

Epidote

Allanite

.s28r(7)

(1s)
.s3e6
.25
.3sr4(r4)

.s24(3)

.6134(16)
.25
.1037(14)

.642(3)
.25
. 1 1 0( 3 )
.074(3)
.25
.422(s)

.25

!

.30es(6)

o(e)

.626s(7)
.25
.0e90(7)
(7)
.0838
.25
.42e8(6)

tc

v
z

o(10)
z

(1s)
.08s8
.25
.4280(13)

llancockite

.25

.30e(3)

have then been divided in such a way as to be consistent with the refined multiplier values
and the "sizes" of the sites involved. As an expedient, the relatively minor Mn, Ti, and Mg
contents have been included in the "Fe" estimate in Table 4.
An obvious test of the occupancy refinement is a comparison of the sums of the site
occupancies with the previously determined (wet chemical or microprobe) analysis. This
comparison is made in the fifth and sixth columns of Table 4. It can be seen that the only
serious disagreement is in the case of the,4-site of allanite, where perhaps the total lanthanide content of the particular allanite crystal studied here is siightly greater than the
average obtained zio fluorescence analysis (Frondel, 1964).
Taerr

2. Isornoprc TnuprnArunn Fectons oF PRTNcEoF WAr-Es IstAND
Errnom, Plcorun CeNyoN Ar.r,aNrre aNo Hexcocrrrn
Epidote

A(r)"
A(2)"
si(1)
si(2)
si(3)
M(r)
M(2)
M(3)"
o(1)
o(2)
o(3)
o(4)

o(s)

o(6)
o(7)
o(8)
o(e)
o(10)

0.76 [z
.92
.4r (4)
r|.R f4)

.42 (4)
. s1 (6)

.4s(7)
ia

. 7 o( 7 )
.63(7)
. 7 e( 7 )
. 6( 1 )
. 6( 1 )
.s(1)
. 6( 1 )
. e( 1 )
1 . 0( 1 )
0 . 7( 1 )

* Equivalent isotropic temperature factor.

Hancockite

Allanite

1.0

[z

7

. 7( r )
.7(1)
.6(1)
.6 (1)
.6(1)
.9
|.3 (2)
1. 1 ( 1 )
1 . 0( 1 )

r . 2( 2 )
| . 2( 2 )
0.e(2)
1. 0 i 2 )

1.s(2)
r . 7( 2 )
| . 2( 2 )

1.0 i1z
1.1
o.9 (2)

r . r( 2 )

1 . 0( 2 )

0 . e( 2 )
0 . 7( 3 )
0.6
1 . 1( 3 )
1 . 1( 3 )
1. 6 ( 3 )

o.s( s)
1 . 1( s )

0.e(s)
1 . 7( s )
1 . 8( s )

I . s( s )
1 . s( s )
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T,q.sr.n3. Alusornoprc Tnonu,qr-PanAuetrns luo El-npsorns
Epidote

Allanite

Hancockite

(a) Anisotropic coefficientsX 10a

A(l)

0rr'
Fzz
p33

A(2)

M(3)

37(3)
ss(11)
2s(2)
r8(2)

0ta
0t
Fzz
Azz
n13
P

36 (3)
103(12)
14(2)

At
Fz,

16(2)
30 (8)

s (2)

ph 3 3

12(r)

Prs

4 (1)

se(6)
7s(r7)
40 (e)
31 (4)
2 1( 2 )

7s(s)
1 1( 1 )
3(1)
22(4)
6e(13)
32(3)
7 (3)

(b) Axial vibration amplitudes (A) of thermal ellipsoids
0.11(2)
A(r)
lb
0.11(0)

A(2)
M(3)

2
3
|
2
3
1
2
J

. 1 0( 1 )
. 0 8( 1 )
. 1 2( r )
. r 3( 1 )
. 0 8( 1 )
.08(1)
. 0 7( 1 )

.07(o)

. 1 1( 1 )
.ls (1)
. 0 e( 1 )
. 1 1( 0 )
.07(o)
. o e( 1 )
1111\

. r 2( r )

s 2( 1 3 )
61(4s)
4e(10)
43(e)
37(3)
1s6(14)
33(3)
27(2)

2s(e)
8s(3)
32(7)
22(6)

0 . 0 7( s )
.10(4)
. 1 6( 1 )
.08(1)
. 1 s( 1 )
.13(0)
.06(4)
. 1 2( 2 )

. r 2( r )

" O f t h e f o r m ( / 2 2 6 n * . . . 2 h k g n . . . ) . F o r t h e s ea t o m s F n - - 7 z t : O .
b Axis no. 1 most nearly paralleis crystallographic o axis, etc.

Miissbauerspectralanalysi,sof allanite. Although the X-ray results enable
a relatively unambiguous distinction between octahedral occupancy by
aluminum atoms on the one hand and (Fe, Mn) on the other, site
occupancy refinement does not distinguish between p.z+, Fe3+, Mn3*,
Mn2+. Any of these speciesmay be present and unequally distributed
between the M(I) and M(3) sites.Fortunately, some information on the
iron distribution and valence state in the mineral can be obtained from
analysis of its gamma ray resonance absorption spectrum (Mcissbauer
effect). Mcissbauer spectral analyses of a piemontite (octahedral site
and
composition: Al2.6aFe6
arMno.or)and two epidotes, (AIz.reFeo.sz)
(Al2.16Fee
r*), have been reported by Bancroft, Maddock, and Burns
(1967). They interpreted the spectra as resulting from Fe3+in one and the
same site in all three minerals. They estimated that contributions to the
spectrum of less than 5 percent of the total intensity would not be resolved.
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Tarr,r 4. Lnrsr-Squerrs Estruarn or Sclrrnuwc-Cunvn Mur:upr.rnns
ANnIxrrnxno Srrn Occup.tNcrus

L rystal
-

trpidote

brte

A(1)
A(2)
M (1)
M(2)
M (3)

Scat.
Multiplier
curve

No. o[ e
per
site

0.98 (1)
0.99 (1)
1 .048(15)
0.98 (1)
0 .882(8)

19.7(2)
r9.7 (2)
13.6 (2)
12.7(2)
22.9 (2)

Ca
Ca
Al
Ai
l'e

49.2(4)

>M
Allanite

A(l)
A(2)

ca
Ce

69.4 (8)
Al
A1
Fe

1 . 34 (3)
0.97 (3)
0.913(17)

Hancockite ,4 (1)
A(2)

Ca
b

0 .96 (4)
1.03 (2)

At
A1
Fe

1.14 (5)
0 . 95 (4)
0.92 (3)

ca, oo
Reo.zrCaoso
6s.40
Alo ooFeo
s,l
Al, oo
AIq17Fe6
s3

ss.4s

19 .2 (7)
57.0 (12)

76 2 (r4)

>A
M(I)
M (2)
M(3)

4e.9s

17.4 14)
12 7 (4)
23.7 (4)

53.8(7)

>M

Car oo
P b o r S r o2 5( C a , M n ) e 2 5

74.69

14.8 (6)
12 .3 (6)
23.9 (7)

5 1 . 0( 1 1 )

t"i:tl::^:::T'
occuPancYCaroo
Ca' oo
Alo.osFeo
or
AL oo
Alo zrFeozo

l.06 (2)
21.2 (5)
0.830(11) 48.2(6)

>A
M (1)
M(2)
M(3)

No. e from
chem.
analvsis

A l o . s c F eroa
Al' oo
A 1 61 6 F e se a

51.s7

" See text for details.
b (Pbo sSro:sCaozs).

As part of this study, a Mcissbauerspectrum was obtained on a sample
of Pacoima Canyon allanite.The methodsemployedin the data measurement, reduction, and interpretation are those describedby Ernst and
Wai (1970). Figure 1is a plot of the experimentaldata and the fitted
spectra. The spectrum can be seen to be complex and consist of more
than one doublet; i.e., more than one site and/or oxidation state is involved. From the X-ray data the maximum number of doublets expected
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is f our, attributable to Fe2+in M (l) , Fe2+in M (3) , and Fe3+in M (l) and
Fe3+ in M(3). Accordingly, a four-doublet fit to the experimental data
was first made and the numerical results given in Table 5. These calculated spectra are also shown in Figure 1. Line pair DD' is so weak as to
be of questionableexistence,and consequentlyan attempt was made to fit
a three line-pair spectrum to the observeddata. The estimate of the fractions of the total intensity attributable to each of the doublets A, B, and
C were not significantly changed, however, and the four line-pair spectrum was retained. Probable assignment of doublets can be made from
the known variation of isomer shift and quadrupole splitting as a function of valence state and site distortion (see e.g., fngalls, 1964; Danon'
1968). From the magnitude of the isomer shift, lines A and B can be
T.q.er-n5. Resur,rs or Mrisss,aurn ANs-vsrs ol P.qcoru.l CeNvoN Alr,arvr:rn

Line-pair

Isomer shift"

Quadrupole
splitting
(mm/sec)

A

1.07(3) mm/sec | . 6 6( 4 )

B
c
D

1.24(rs)
0 . 3 7( 1 )
o.2e(7)

1.e3(2r)
| . e 7( 3 )
1 . 3 3( 1 2 )

u Relative to metallic iron:0.0

lo oI total
intensity
(mm/sec)

s 7. s ( 2 . 3 )
12.8 (3. s)
2 4 . 7( r . 7 )
s . 3( 1 . s )

Line hwhm
,
(mm/secJ

0 .20 (2)
0 .20 (2)
0.20 (2)
O 20(2)

Intemrelatlon

Fe'+in M(3)
Fe'+in ill(l)
Fe3+in M(3)
Fe3+inM(1)

mm/sec.

attributed to Fe2+in octahedral coordination and lines C and D to Fe3+
in octahedral coordination. The larger quadrupole splitting of the B line
suggeststhe lessdistorted site, aiz. M(l), whereasthe larger quadrupole
splitting of the Fe3+line, line C, is attributable to Fe3+in the more distorted M(3) site. The quadrupole splitting and isomer shift of line-pair
CC' is similar to those of the single line-pair reported by Bancroft et al',
(1967) for the epidotesand piemontite. If the above assignmentis correct,
70( + 3) percent of the total iron in the allanite is in the ferrous state, and
the remaining a0( t 3) percent is in the f erric state. Applied to the microprobe analysis of 1.20 Fe atoms per formula unit, this yields 0.84 Fe2+
and 0.36 Fe3+.The number of Fe2+ ions should balance the number of
rare-earth atoms replacing calcium which, from the Frondel analysis,
total 0.80 atom per formula unit. The internal consistencvhere, then, is
good.
The consistency after dividing the total iron into the two sites is less
satisfactory. From the percentagesgiven in Table 5, the M(3) site should
contain 0.69 Fe2+, 0.30 Fe3+ or 0.99 total Fe atom, whereas the site
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refinementyielded only 0.83 "Fe" atom in this site. The M(1) site from
the Mtissbauerresultsshould contain 0.15 Fe2+and 0.06 Fe3r or 0.21 Fe
atom total, whereasthe site refinement gave 0.34 "Fe" atom. The site
refinement values in addition include a total of 0.10 non-iron atoms
which would not appear in the Mtjssbauer results. The discrepancy between the Mcissbauerand site-occupancyrefinement valuescould be due
to errors in all three of the experimental methods employed in arriving at
these numbers as well as the possibility of compositional variation
amongst the allanite grains studied. The site occupancy values for
allanite have an estimatedstandard deviation of 0.03 Fe atoms per site.
The percentage of the total number of iron atoms giving rise to each
M<issbauer doublet have estimated errors of two to four percent or
0.02-0.05 Fe atoms. The errors in the microprobe analysiscan be estimated as perhaps 0.05 Fe atom per formula unit. The observed discrepancieswould then be near the maximum error expected.
The fact that the Mdssbauer values lead to essentially complete
occupancy of the M(3) site by iron atoms, whereas the allanite, hancockite,piemontite, and epidoterefinementsall yielded about 85 percent
Fe*Mn occupancyof this site, makes the Mrissbauervalues seemmore
suspect. Since the Mdssbauer derived total Fe2+ vs Fe3* values were
consistent with the other chemical data and since the Miissbauer values
lead to too much Fe in M(3) and too little in M(l),it seemslikely that
the error lies in the division of ferrous iron between M(l) and M(3). As
the isomer shift and quadrupole splitting of lines AA' and BB' aresimilar,
the precision of separating these pairs is low. For these rea5ons it is,
therefore,suggestedthat the Miissbauer derived Fe2+content of M(3)
should be reducedby perhaps0.10 atom and that of M(l) increasedby
this amount, thereby bringing the Mcissbauervalues more nearly in line
with what are thought to be the more correct site occupancytotals.
In summary, further work is neededin order to clear up thesediscrepanciesbetween the Miissbauer and site occupancy refinement values,
and the apparent discrepancy between the isomer shift values. At this
stage the Mrjssbauerdata can be taken as at least consistentwith the
overall Fe2+/FeS+ratio suggestedfrom charge balance arguments. The
data further suggestthat iron in both valence states is distributed unequally over two different structural sites.
The fact that Bancroft et al., (1967) obtained only a single line-pair
Mcissbauerspectrum from the epidotes and piemontite investigated
would say that the 0.33 to 0.86 Fe atom per formula unit was restricted
to the M(3) site in his samples.However, since FeS+in the M(1) site
yields (in allanite, at least) a doublet only slightly shifted and somewhat
less split than the doublet attributable to Fe3+in M(3), it seemslikely
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t h a t a s m u c h a s . 0 5 t o . 1 0 F e 3 +a t o m i n M ( l ) w o u l d m e r e l y w i d e n t h e
observed"single" line-pair but remain otherwiseundetected.
Cnvsrar, Cueursrnv oF'rrrE Eprlorn-Gnoup MrNpnars
Besidesthe refinement results presented above, three additional recent
epidote group refinements have furnished the following estimates of site
(Dollase,
occupancies:clinozoisiteCar(Al100)(AI1.00)(A10.e6Fe0.04)SisO13H
(P. Robin1968),lowiron epidote Car(Alr.oo)(A11.00)(AI0
roFeo.so)SisO"H
son and J.-H. Fang,in prep.), and piemontite Car.oo(Ca.szSr.ra)(Al.soM.zo)(AI1.00)(AI9.1zM.sa)SigOrgH
where M:(MnT3Fejt)
lDollase, 1969). In
these formulae the A and M sites are given in their serial order, and the
reader is referred to the individual papers for discussionof the bases of
theseestimates.Bond lengths or other geometricalaspectsof thesestructures consideredgermane to this paper are reproduced herel for other
data the original articles must be consulted.
Descri,ptionoJ the epidotestructure type. The basic epidote structure type
has been describedand discussedpreviously (Dollase, 1968).The polyhedral connectivity is shown in Figure 2. Briefly, the structure contains
chains of edge-sharing octahedra of two types: a single chain ol M(2)
octahedra and a multiple or zig-za.gchain composedof central M(l) and
peripheral M(3) octahedra.The chains are crosslinkedby SiOa groups
and SizOzgroups. Finally, there remain between the chains and crosslinks relatively large cavities which house the,4(1) and A(2) cations.
In order to compare the six structures, the shapesand sizes of the
individual coordination polyhedra are first compared. As a second step,
changes in the orientation of the polyhedra are discussed.Inasmuch as
the differences between the six mineral structures under discussion involve differencesin the occupanciesof only some of the sites (specifically
A(2), M(l), and M(3)), it would be expectedthat there would be major
difierences in the coordination polyhedra surrounding these sites and
that these differenceswould, in turn, result in only minor secondary
modifications or mere rotation-translation of the connecting polyhedra.
This expectationis largely borne out.
Si(1) and Si(2) share O(9), forming an SizOzgroup, while
SiOttetrahed.ro.
Si(3) forms an isolated SiOagroup. Each tetrahedron retains essentially
its same shape and size in all six structures. The different Si-O bond
lengths in this structure type, averaged over the six minerals, are given
in Table 5 along with the range of lengths encountered (both excluding
and including the imprecise hancockite). Statistically, all deviations of
individual bondJengths {rom their respective weighted averagesare less
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Frc. 2. Polyhedral linkage in the epidote-group minerals.

than twice the bond-length standard deviations (seeTable 6), implying
the difierencesare insignificant.
Although in a given bonding situation a particular Si-O bond type has
nearly the same value in each of these minerals, the different Si-O bond
types have rather widely different lengths (seeTable 6). A casehas been
previously made (Dollase, 1968) relating the bond-length variations in
this structure-type to local charge imbalance (Zachariasen vaiencebalancing). The near uniform length of a given bond in all six structures
is consistent with this concept since the degreeof local charge imbalance
is primarily a result of the topology and therefore is essentially the same
in all these structures.
The O-Si-O anglesin the SizOzgroup are all within 40 of the ideal tetrahedral angle (109.50).The Si(3) tetrahedron,on the other hand, is somewhat distorted due probably to the fact that it sharesit O(2)-O(2') edge
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T,tsro 6. WuGntson Avrnacn Sr-O Bowo LnNcrns
Length

(2x) si -o(7)

(2x)

(2X)

-o(7)
-o(e)

r . 6 4 9A
1.577
1. 6 3 5

Avg.

t.628

si(2)-o(3)
-o(8)
-o(e)

1.622
1 .598
1.627

At'9.

r.617

si(3)-O(2)

-o(s)
-o(6)
Avg.

1.623
r.663
I.OJI

Rangeb

Range

. 0 1 0A
.020
.o27

.02sA
.o+7
.027

.020
.020
.007

.033
.039
.025

.026
.014
.022

.030
.028
.045

1.64t)

' Weighted inversely proportional to estimated standard deviations of Si-O bond
lengths which are 0.006 A clinozoisite, 0.007 epidote and piemontite, .015 low-iron epidote
and allanite, and 0.02-0.03 hancockite.
b Excluding hancockite.

with the,4(2) polyhedron and the opposite 0(5)-0(6) edge with the
,4(1) polyhedron. The shared edges are somewhat compressed.In the
six structures the O(5)-Si-O(6) angle lies in the range 100-103o,and, in
addition, in allanite the O(2)-Si-O(2') angle is compressedto 1030.This
latter angle is compressedonly in the allanite case,probably due to the
face that in this mineral A(2) is occupied mainly by trivalent lanthanide
elementsand the,4(2)-Si(3) distance is here the shortest (3.32 A)'
The degree of flexing of the Si2O7group, i.e., the Si(1)-O(9)-Si(2)
angle, shows significant variation in the different structures and appears
to be directly related to the solid-solution-causedexpansion of the connected M(3) octahedron, as discussedbelow. Recently Brown, Gibbs'
and Ribbe (1969) have documenteda prediction by Cruikshank (1961)
that, inter alia, Si-O bond lengths (to shared oxygens) should vary inversely with the Si-O-Si' angle due to the dependenceof the Si-O zr-bond
order on this angle. Although it is only marginally signifi.canthere, due
to the size of the bond-length estimated standard deviations, such a
trend seemsto occur. The Si-O-Si angle decreasesmore or less regularly
from 1640in clinozoisite to 145" in allanite, while the average silicon-to-
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bridging-oxygenbond,increasesfrom 1.627A in clinozoisiteto 1.639in
allanite. The other membersare within experimentalenor of this inverse
Iinear relationship.
MO6 octahedla.One of the most interesting aspectsof this structure-type
is the markedly unequal occupancy of the three different octahedral
positions (herein labeled M(l), M(2), and M(3). Referenceto the site
occupancies given in Table 4 and the structural formulae reproduced
above show that in all six structures,as closelyas can be determined,the
M(2) octahedral chain contains only aluminum atoms with the non-Al
octahedralatoms substituting entirely into the other, M(l)-M(3), composite octahedral chain (even though these parallel chains have the same
periodicity).
Within the M(l)-M(3) chain the occupancy is also non-uniform. In
all casesthe peripheral M(3) octahedra contain a Iarger fraction of the
non-aluminum atoms (principally Fe and Mn) than the central M(1)
octahedra. In the case of clinozoisite and low-iron epidote, the small
amount of iron present is found entirely in the M(3) site. (It should be
pointed out that site occupancyof the low-iron epidote \/as not refined
by Robinson and Fang; however, the temperature factors associated
with the octahedral sites are all reasonable when the iron present is
assignedto the M(3) site.)
The remaining epidote minerals show substitution of (Fe,Mn) into
both M(3) and M(l) with a maximum of 34 percent of the latter site
being so replaced in allanite. This substitution into M(1) occurs even
though the M(3) site is not completely occupied by (Fe,Mn). (The
maximum amount of (Fe,Mn) substitution into the M(3) site in the
casesstudied here is co. 85 percent with Al occupying the remaining 15
percent.) More iron or manganese-richepidote-such as those reported
by Strens (1966) with (Fef Mn)/(Fef MnfAl)
nearly 0.S-probably
have the additional Fe,Mn atoms occurringin the M(1) site.
The size of the octahedra (for convenience,the metal-oxygenbond
length averaged over the octahedron) reflects the occupanciesas shown
in Figure 3. The dashedlines give the slopesthat could be ideally expectedfrom the sizesof the ions concerned(Shannonand Prewitt, 1969).
There is a rough agreementbetween the observedrate of increaseand
that predicted from the ionic radii of Fe3+ and Mn+. In the case of
allanite, where much of the iron is in the ferrous state, the average
M(3)-O bond length is closeto the ideal curve drawn for Fe2+replacing
Al.
Note that there is an inherent "size" differencebetween the octahedra
with the M(3\-O bond length average about .06 A greater than the
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M(l)-O average and that this difference is roughly maintained with
substitution. The non-random distribution of the cations on the three
octahedral sites probably results from both the preference of the Al
(over the transition metals, Fe and Mn) for the OH-coordinated M(2)
site and the preference of the transition metals (over AI) for the larger
and more distorted M(3) site.
The A(I) and.A(2) polyhedra.Clinozoisite,low-iron epidote,and epidote
have both the large ,4 sites occupiedentirely by calcium atoms. In the
other three members the calcium atoms are partially replaced by other
divalent atoms such as strontium and lead or trivalent lanthanide elements. As with the octrahedral sites, this substitution is markedly nonuniform, and, in fact, all of the atoms replacingcalcium are found only
i n t h e , 4 ( 2 ) s i t e - n o n e i n t h e , 4 ( 1 ) s i t e . ( S e eT a b l e 4 ) .
This behavior can be at least rationalizedby noting that the substitution is by atoms larger than calcium and that tineA(2) site is larger and
has a higher coordination number than the ,4 (1) site even when both are
completely occupiedby calcium atoms.
Considering,4-O bonds greater than 3.1 or 3.2 A as inconsequential,
the,4(1) site in all casesis 9-coordinated,and the A(2) site is 10-coordinated in all cases except for allanite where this latter site is mostly
occupied bv lanthanides and an eleventh neiehbor at 3.13 A should
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perhaps be included. The size and shape of the,4(1) polyhedron in the
various members investigated are quite similar. The changesin individual bond lengths in the different minerals are minor. In contrast, the
size and shape of the A(2) polyhedron in the six compounds is much more
variable, no doubt due to the diverse occupancy of this site. The largest
changesinvolve A(2)-O(2) and A(2)-O(10) which have values of 2.532.57 A when,4(2) is occupiedby calcium b'rt2.88-2.78 A in hancockite
where this site contains largely lead and strontium.
Reorganizati.on.Fina.Ily, it is worth examining how this structure type
absorbs major changes in site occupancy with the concomitant major
expansion or contraction of the coordination polyhedron involved.
Evidently the structural change is not a homogeneousexpansion or contraction of the entire unit cell since some polyhedra, e.g.,the SiO+groups,
remain the same size in all the structures. Rather, comparison of the
atomic coordinates furnished by these different refinernents shows that
the reorganization of the structure can be largely described by major
rotations and minor translations of polyhedra (or groups of polyhedra)
which behave as rigid units.
Where polyhedra share edges (such as the M(l)-M(3)
composite
chain) the expansion of one polyhedron necessitatesthe expansion of
(at least one edge of) the connected polyhedron, but there is little rotational reorientation between the two units. On the other hand, where
only a corner is shared (such as between M(3) and Si(2) polyhedra)
there is a possibility for rotation of one unit relative to the other which
may or may not change the M-O-M' angle. In the epidote series this
rotation of polyhedra is a prominent aspect of the structural difierence
between the members. This can be illustrated by reference to Figure 2.
If an aluminum ion in M(3) (clinozoisite) is replaced by a Fe2+ ion (as
in allanite), the M(3) octahedron expands, and specifically the O(8)
atom moves away from the M(3) ion. Si(2) tetrahedron has O(8) for
one corner and since the Si(2) tetrahedron has the same shape and size
in clinozoisite as it has in allanite, then the entire tetrahedron must be
translated or rotated (or some combination of both) in going from the
clinozoisite structure to the allanite structure. Furthermore, the Si(2)
tetrahedron is connected in turn to the M(2) octahedron which also
becomesreoriented by the rotationftranslation of the Si(2) tetrahedron,
and so forth, around any of the numerous circuits that can be drawn
using the polyhedral edges. Since reorientation of polyhedra often involves altering bond angles across the polyhedral corners (oxygens) or
Ionger range interactions and since each polyhedron belongs to several
such circuits, the net resultant reorientation is not simply predictable.
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Some simplification, however, can be seenwhen, for example, the circuit
consideredis approximately planar, in which case the senseof rotation
(about an axis normal to the circuit) of adjacent polyhedra would not
be expected to be the same. Thus, by way of example, a circuit of 14
polyhedra whose centers are at b=L to ] consists of.M(3)-Si(2)-M(2)Si(3)-M(1) -Si(1)-Si(2)-M(3)-M(1) -si( 3)-M (2) -Si(2)-si(1)-M(1)and then
repeats. In going from the clinozoisite structure to the allanite structure,
the M(3) octahedral expansioninitiates the rotations. Starting with the
Si(2) tetrahedron, the rotations (which are primarily about the b axis)
a r e f 1 1 o ,- 4 o , 0 o , + 4 o , - 6 o , + 1 1 o , - t o , + 4 o r 0 o , - 4 o , + 1 1 o , - 6 0 ,
l4o, - 10,in order. Becausethere are also translations of the polyhedra
involved as well as the overall expansion of the M(3) and M(l) octahedra, the magnitudes of the successiverotations are not the same, but
the senseof rotations is seen to alternate or result in a net rotation of
zero for some ployhedra.
Structural changes among isomorphous or closely related compounds
by this rotation mechanism are probably common and, for example,
have been well documented in the so-called tetrahedral layer of layer
silicatesby Bailey (1966) and others.
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